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When Measured, Factual and Decisive Arguments Can Make All the Difference !!*
Fadi Nasser - Deputy Chief Investment & Treasury Officer
We all know that an argument is sound if and only if it is both valid and based on right foundations, which implies that the
truth of the premises logically guarantees the truth of the conclusion. Additionally, even if we have never formally studied
logical reasoning and fallacies, we can often tell when a person’s statement doesn’t sound right; Think about the claims
we see in many advertisements today - buy X product, and you will be great and beautiful (reminds me of that Great US
witch hunt conspiracy theory & that Beautiful phone call Mr. Trump had lately with the Ukrainian president, where no bribe,
blackmail or quid pro quo was involved! ☺). With very little critical thought, we know intuitively that simply buying this
product will not magically change our lives. Surely by studying logic and fallacies, we can learn to formulate stronger and
more cohesive arguments, avoiding problems like that mentioned above. The study of logic has a long history and can
possibly be traced back to Aristotle in ancient Greece. Aristotle’s simple definition of logic as the means by which we
come to know anything still provides a concise understanding of the word; We use logic every day when we construct
statements and argue our point of view. And it’s only when we think and speak logically that we can pull together
statements that combine reasoning with facts and evidence to support an assertion or argument!
With that clarification done and dusted, we move on to cover the major logical and illogical news shaping markets in past
week:
The International Monetary Fund (“IMF”) made earlier this week a fifth-straight cut to its 2019 global growth forecast,
citing a broad deceleration across the world’s largest economies as trade tensions undermine the expansion. The world
economy will grow 3.0% this year, down from 3.2% seen in July, with the 2020 estimate lowered to 3.4% from 3.5%, the
Fund said Tuesday in its latest World Economic Outlook. The forecast for this year would be the weakest since 2009,
when the world economy shrank, as the Fund reduced projections from the U.S. and Europe to China and India. “With a
synchronized slowdown and uncertain recovery, the global outlook remains precarious,” IMF Chief Economist Gita
Gopinath wrote in the report. “There is no room for policy mistakes and an urgent need for policy makers to cooperatively
de-escalate trade and geopolitical tensions.” The global growth estimate for 2019 was as high as 3.9% in mid-2018. The
IMF cited subdued economic momentum and weaker investment, slashing its estimate for the growth in trade volume to
a “near standstill” pace of just 1.1% from 3.6% last year, though it also sees a pickup to 3.2% in 2020. The IMF report
said “risks seem to dominate the outlook,” but recent monetary easing in many countries “could lift demand more than
projected, especially if trade tensions between the U.S. and China ease and a no-deal Brexit is averted.” The IMF report
also turned far more downbeat on Saudi Arabia’s prospects, cutting its outlook for this year growth to just +0.2%, down
from the Fund’s previous estimate of the +1.9%.
EU & U.K. Reach a Tentative Agreement on Brexit: Negotiators from the U.K. reached a wide-ranging agreement with
officials in Brussels yesterday that could pave the way for Britain to finally break 46 years of ties with the European Union
this month. The British Pound touched $1.2990 on the news before paring gains (last trading at $1.2885). The withdrawal
agreement was completed just in time for EU leaders to assess it when they meet in the Belgian capital today. European
Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker hailed it as “fair and balanced,” though it now needs the backing of the U.K.
Parliament, with a vote expected on Saturday. Clearing this final and uncertain hurdle will be Prime Minister Boris
Johnson’s goal before he can complete his ambition of leading Britain out of the EU. Earlier on Thursday, Northern
Ireland’s Democratic Unionist Party signalled it did not accept key aspects of the agreement being drafted, with their
position hardly changing after confirmation of the deal. UK Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn also condemned the deal
as “even worse” than the settlement reached by Johnson’s predecessor that was repeatedly rejected by British lawmakers.
Nicola Sturgeon, the leader of the Scottish national Party, said her party will not vote for a deal that “would take Scotland
out of the European Union, out of the single market and out of the customs union against the overwhelming democratic
will of the people of Scotland.”
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Bonds’ YTD Stellar Performance at Risk: Steps toward a U.S.-China trade deal and a light at the end of the Brexit
tunnel are exerting major downward pressure on bond prices (higher yields). UK Gilts, German Bunds and US Treasury
yields took flight in past 10 days on hints of a US-China trade pact and as prospects for a deal between the U.K. and
European Union looked firmer (UST 10-year yields last at 1.765%). All year, investors have known that the case for G-7
government bonds largely hinged on these major political dilemmas. Now, credible progress on both have caught bond
bulls seriously offside and could derail a market on track for its best annual return since 2011. If a worst-case scenario is
no longer in play, global growth could improve, the Federal Reserve could be less inclined to ease, and yields in major
government bond markets could have more scope to rise. “There was a decent long in the market that is going to get
tested,” said Gary Cameron, portfolio manager at Garda Capital. “I don’t think we have a bear market, but the buy-dips
environment we’ve been in since last September is late stage.” Investors will get plenty of economic data to digest over
the coming few days, though focus will clearly remain on developing stories relating to Brexit and the US-China trade
discussions (that is if markets don’t opt to focus on the latest US Presidential and WH fiasco!)
Speaking about the US-China trade situation, one has to really wonder why last Friday’s White House announcement
about the progress on China-US trade talks made a big deal about no deal at all? Whilst initial news headlines were
impressive and very reassuring, and after a long weekend of sober second thoughts, it is now clear that this
announcement was more about calming markets and diverting attention from other news stories (Syria and US president
Impeachment come straight to mind) than about any real developments in ongoing talks. What has changed lately isn’t
that China has agreed to tough US demands on intellectual property and forced transfers of US technology to Chinese
partners, but rather willingness on the part of the White House to characterize the toughest issues as items to be dealt
with in a “phase two.” In short, the US administration appears to be wanting to tally up a partial victory to show voters and
worried business leaders some progress, rather than hold out for a signed deal on the items that had the talks break down
only months ago. Effectively, the US administration – courtesy the Donald & the Navarro (Peter is the current director of
Trade & Manufacturing policy) – has wasted two valuable years, reversing what was dubbed in late 2017 “the broadest
synchronized global growth upsurge since 2010” into what the IMF considers today as “the weakest pace since the
2008/2009 global financial crisis!”
The coming few days/weeks will determine Boris Johnson & Donald Trump’s successes in striking comprehensive Brexit
& Trade deals (respectively), with both disputes having paralyzed markets in past 18 months. For all hard-line optimists
looking for clear breakthroughs on both side of the Atlantic, worth noting the following anecdote: President Trump’s 1987
book “The Art of the Deal” helped make the real estate developer (at that time) one of the most famous businessmen in
America. Lately however, the book’s co-author – Tony Schwartz – has requested the book be taken out of print or
reclassified as fiction; Mr. Schwartz made those suggestions following a New York Times report about Trump’s business
losses in the 1980s and ‘90s. “Given the Times report on Trump’s staggering losses, I’d be fine if Random House simply
took the book out of print; Or recategorized it as fiction,” Schwartz tweeted ☺
*The title of this week’s piece relates to the White House coverage of Trump’s behaviour during a meeting between the US President
and Congressional leaders to contain the fallout from the Syria crisis and the Turkish incursion in Syrian territories, with Trump
hurling insults at House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, who in turn accused him of having a “meltdown”.
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Disclaimer
It is important that you only use this report if you are the intended recipient of this report and you have satisfied yourself that
you are eligible to receive such information. This report is provided to you because you are one of our esteemed customers and have
previously shown interest in receiving the type of information contained in this report.
The Treasury and Investment Management department of Gulf International Bank B.S.C. ("GIB") have compiled the information in this
report. GIB is incorporated in the Kingdom of Bahrain and is licensed by the Central Bank of Bahrain (the "CBB") as a conventional
wholesale bank. GIB's head office is located at Al-Dowali Building, P.O. Box 1017, 3 Palace Avenue, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain.
This report is intended for the accredited investors, as defined in the Investment Business Code of Conduct published by the CBB. This
information has not been reviewed by the CBB or any other regulatory authority in any jurisdiction and neither CBB nor any other
regulatory takes any responsibility for the correctness or accuracy for the information contained in this report.
The information contained herein is not directed at or intended for use by any person resident or located in any jurisdiction where
(1) the distribution of such information is contrary to the laws of such jurisdiction or (2) such distribution is prohibited without
obtaining the necessary licenses or authorizations by the relevant branch, subsidiary or affiliate office of GIB and such licenses or
authorizations have not been obtained. The recipient of such information is responsible for ensuring that this information has not
been received by it in breach of laws and regulations of any jurisdiction.
This report contains publicly available information only, which has only been complied by GIB. The information provided herein is on
"as is" and "as available" basis and without representation or warranty of any kind. GIB hereby disclaims any representation or
warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose or
non-infringement of any of such information. In no event shall GIB or its subsidiaries, affiliates, shareholders or their directors,
officers, employees, independent contractors, agents and representatives (collectively, "GIB Representatives") be liable (1) for any
inaccuracy, delay, loss of data, interruption in service, error or omission or for any damages resulting there from, or (2) for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special, compensatory or consequential damages arising from any use of information or arising from any
error (negligent or otherwise) or other circumstance or contingency within or outside the control of GIB or any GIB Representative,
in connection with or related to obtaining, collecting, compiling, analyzing, interpreting, communicating, publishing or delivering
any such information. The information here is, and must be construed solely as, compilation of information (unless expressly stated
otherwise) and not statements of fact as to credit worthiness or recommendations or opinions of GIB.
This report does not provide individually tailored investment advice. Any materials contained herein have no regard to the specific
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient. The document is provided for information
purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. GIB
makes every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete.
No
representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the
materials, nor are they a complete statement of the securities, markets or developments referred to herein. Recipients should not
regard the materials as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgement. Any opinions are subject to change without notice and
may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas or groups of GIB as a result of using different assumptions
and criteria. GIB is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein.
The value of, and income from, your investments may vary because of changes in interest rates or foreign exchange rates, securities
prices or market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. Past performance is not necessarily a
guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised.
The information contained in this report is just for informational purposes. Information does not constitute a solicitation, an offer,
or a recommendation to buy or sell any investment instruments, to effect any transactions, or to conclude any legal act of any kind
whatsoever.
GIB does not intend to provide investment, legal or tax advice through this report and does not represent that any
securities or services discussed are suitable for any investor. When making a decision about your investments and business, you should
seek the advice of professional advisors.
The report may contain statements that constitute "forward looking statements". While these forward looking statements may represent
GIB’s judgment and future expectations, a number of risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause actual developments
and results to differ materially from GIB’s expectations. GIB is under no obligation to (and expressly disclaims any such obligation
to) update or alter its forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events, or otherwise. The historical
information is provided for information purposes only. Performance figures are calculated before tax (if any) and after deducting
ongoing fees and expenses. The performance figures are historical and past performance is not necessarily an indication of future
results. Certain amounts (including %ages) included in this document may have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly,
figures may not be an exact arithmetic aggregation of the figures to which they relate. The values and forecasts shown represent our
current indicative valuations and forecasts of the relevant transactions, currencies, interest rates, commodities or securities as at
the date shown. Any value or forecast shown herein is not an indicative price quotation. We expressly disclaim any responsibility for
the accuracy of the values or forecasts shown, any errors or omissions in the report
With the exception of information regarding GIB and save as otherwise specifically indicated, the information set out in this report
is based on public information. We have, where possible, indicated the primary source of information. We strongly recommend the
recipients consult the primary source of information. Facts and views in this report have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect
information known to, professionals in other GIB business areas.
This Report, and the information contained herein (save to the extent that such information is publicly available) is confidential and
may not be disclosed by you to any other person outside of your organization without our consent.
GIB retains all right, title and interest (including copyrights, trademarks, patents, as well as any other intellectual property or
other right) in all information and content (including all text, data, graphics and logos) in this document. All recipients must not,
without limitation, modify, copy, transmit, distribute, display, perform, reproduce, publish, license, frame, create derivative works
from, transfer or otherwise use in any other way for commercial or public purposes in whole or in part any information, text, graphics,
images from this document (excluding publicly available information) without the prior written permission of GIB.
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